{how to choose the best videographer for you}
Looking back on my wedding video filmed only 10 years ago, I can’t help but feel regret as I wished I had
given it more thought. To me it was just another item on the wedding checklist and not really something I
thought I’d care about later. Sure I had someone video tape it, but I made two major mistakes in making
my selection of a videographer.

my first mistake was not taking it seriously.
I didn’t do my research to know what options were out there for videography and thus I hired someone in
ignorance. My second mistake was not making it more of a priority in my wedding budget. Looking back the
only things I have to remember my wedding by are memories, pictures and my low quality wedding video.
So what made my wedding video so awful? There are too many things to count, but some of the highlights
(or lowlights) were;

not enough coverage. I have no video of anything before the ceremony, not even shots of
people walking in, signing the guestbook, the decorations or the flowers... nothing. And to top it off, the
videographer ran out of batteries just after we walked in at the reception. To this day I wish I could remember
the details of what my best man said in his toast.

poor quality. The camera he used was old and blurry, and the filming execution was something my
10 year old cousin could have done better. No close ups, bad tripod work, and horrible framing throughout.
One camera even managed to film the ceiling for the majority of the ceremony.

not creative. On a scale of 1 to 10, my motivation to watch my wedding video doesn’t even register
on the scale because it’s not only lacking in professional and creative filming, but there was no edited version
delivered. I was handed the raw tapes and had to deal with it myself.
While I could continue to list more examples, instead let me summarize in saying that had someone told me
a quality video would be something I’d value after the wedding, I would have paid more attention to selecting
and paying for a good videographer for my wedding. The old adage “you get what you pay for” has never
rang truer than in wedding videography.
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so how can you avoid the stereotypical
“boring”, or low quality wedding video?

here are some tips that are bound to get you headed
in the right direction.
creative style
When sifting through videographer’s websites you should be looking for sample videos that
pull you into the video even though you don’t know the couple. If you find you are bored while
watching the video samples, that’s a good sign you should look elsewhere. It goes without saying
that the video of you and your wedding will be interesting compared to a complete stranger’s
wedding video, but if you can find yourself emotionally connecting with the video sample with
strangers in it, then you have found a winner! My rule of thumb is 60 seconds. If you aren’t even
close to being intrigued or pulled in within one minute or less of watching the first video you see
on a videographer’s website... then move on.

strong filming and editing
Making a quality video requires both strong technical and creative shooting as well as a craftsman
editor to make the video come to life. When watching a sample video ask yourself, “Is this video
cool just because of the music? Or does the video grab you because of the filming and editing
as well?” Avoid the temptation to like a video because you may like the song, and look for
videographers that offer both creative filming combined with killer editing to create masterpiece
stories that draw you in. Some videographers will be strong in one or the other, but the best
videographers will be great at both the creative filming and masterful editing.

a balanced approach
When meeting with a potential videographer, find out how visible they will be during the
wedding day. On one extreme they can be in your face, in the way or overly controlling to get
shots, and on the other extreme never involved and standing in the background with Uncle
bob and his camcorder. Look for a videographer who knows how to get great shots without
being obtrusive, but can still aim to be as invisible as possible. You want your day creatively
captured, not manipulated into a videographers vision for his or her next blog post.

personality & passion
Do you “click” with this videographer? Can you get along with them and work with them
well? In the 30 to 60 minutes you spend with the person in a consultation or on the phone,
try to answer the question, “would I feel comfortable working with this videographer? Are they
passionate about doing this, or is it just a hobby for them?” 30 to 60 minutes isn’t a lot of
time to know this for sure, but most people can subconsciously answer this question within
minutes of meeting a person. If you really want a clear answer on this, ask for references and
talk directly to a bride who’s used them before! Most videographers should have this ready to
give out, so don’t be afraid to ask.
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high quality equipment
Ask your videographer what they shoot with. Is it High Definition or Standard Definition? What tools do they
use for audio recording to get good sound? Do they use any tools to capture more creative or cinematic
shots? While I firmly believe a good videographer can create a masterful video without needing the latest and
greatest equipment, the equipment used definitely plays a role in what the end product will look and sound
like, and thus you should take that into consideration when selecting a videographer.

a quality end product
What do you get in the end? Is it something you will enjoy watching, or will it fall prey to the old “wedding
video stereotype” and get lost in a box in the basement somewhere? There are a variety of different styles
and end products among videographers so be sure to ask what the final DVD will include. Is it a documentary
style video, or a cinematic film? There is no right answer to what a finished wedding video should look like,
so pick one that fits your needs, style, personality and budget.

fits your budget
There are videographers in a wide range of prices and finding one of quality usually means you’ll need to
spend about the same as what you’d spend on a good photographer. Keep in mind that editing is the most
time consuming part of videography so a large part of the price is often determined by the quality of the end
product. If you are on a tight budget you can still get a high quality, simple wedding video, but it may not be
as cinematic or creative as a higher priced end product. From my experience I’d gladly travel back in time and
spend more on videography had I known how important it was going to be years down the road. Remember
your wedding has value and is worth filming!

turn around time
Find out how long it will take to get your video. Believe it or not, the national average for editing and delivering
a finished wedding video is around 9 months. Some videographers take even longer than that! A good target
to aim for is 3 to 6 months, but longer times are acceptable if the end product is an involved or highly edited
video. Anything longer than 9 months is a bit long in my opinion.

if you follow these tips, you will be well on your way to finding a great
videographer for your wedding.
Remember that video can capture your wedding in ways that photography alone cannot. How you spoke
your vows, or the emotion behind your maid of honor’s toast. If you haven’t given videography much thought,
it’s definitely worth the effort to look into it. Make it something you want to watch, and a good videographer
will do that for you!
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